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TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974

Undertaking to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission given for
the purposes of section 878

by

Fantastic Holdings Limited
ACN 004 000 775

and

Fantastic Furniture Pty Ltd
ACN 003 688 855

Persons giving this Undertaking

(1) This Undertaking is given to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(the AGCC) by Fantastic Holdings Limited ACN 004 000 775 (Fantastic Hotdings)and
Fantastic Furniture Pty Ltd ACN 003 688 855 (Fantastic Furniture), both of l-e-vei O, I
chifley Square, sydney, NSW, 2000 for the purposes of section g7B of the Trade
Practices Act1974 (the Act).

Background

Fantastic Holdings is a publicly listed corporation incorporated in Australia. Fantastic
Holdings is the ultimate holding company of a number of companies that carry on
business in Australia as importers and retailers of household furniture, inclúOing
Fantastic Furniture and D. Gallery Pty Ltd (Dare Gallery).

Fantastic Furniture and Dare Gallery sell a range of furniture items upholstered in a
material they promote to be "bonded leather". Fantastic Furniture has promoted
bonded leather upholstery under the brand names of 'Eurohide' and 'pellissima,.

Bonded leather is promoted by its manufacturers and suppliers as providing a similar
look and feel to leather. Bonded leather is not, however, leather.

Bonded leather may have differing compositions. Typically it consists of a layer of
polyurethane on the contact side backed with a fabric core and a layer of reconsiituted
leather or leather fibres. During the period relevant to the coñduct described in
paragraphs (8) to (11) and paragraph (13) below, the proportion of material in the
bonded leather sold by Fantastic Furniture was approximately 10%.

Fantastic Furniture also sells lounges and sofas in which contact areas such as seat
facings and the tops of armrests are upholstered in leather or bonded leather and other
areas are upholstered in other materials. Fantastic Furniture has promoted these
products as being upholstered in "combination leather".

Applicable laws

(7) Section 52 of the Act prohibits a corporation from engaging in misleading or deceptive
conduct. Section 53(a) of the Act prohibits a corporation from claiming that goods are
of a particular standard, quality, value, grade or composition that théy do 

-not 
have.

Section 55 of the Act prohibits a corporation from misleading the púUtic as to the
nature, manufacturing process, characteristics or suitability for purpose of any goods.

Conduct of concern

(8) ln around November 2009, Fantastic Furniture caused a catalogue entitled 'Luxury of
Leather for Less' (expressed to be valid between 30 November 2009 and 28 Febrúary
2010) to be distributed in areas around the Fantastic Furniture stores located at

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Moorabbin, Geelong, Shepparton, Bendigo and Preston in Victoria, Windsor Gardens
in South Australia and Launceston in Tasmania (Luxury of Leather for Less
Catalogue). This catalogue:

(a) contained a headline "The luxury of teather for /ess" on the cover page and on
pages within the catalogue;

(b) described "Pellissima" as "The fusion of natural leathers and hi-tech protective
coatings" and "A breakthrough where technology meets nature. A fusion of fine
natural leathers and a highly durable surface that tooks and feels almost identicat
to genuine leathel'; and

(c) contained a product description for the 'Abbey' suite that stated "/n Combination
Leather" accompanied by a hide icon (as commonly found on leather goods) and
the words "durable leather seating".

(9) ln around May 2010, Fantastic Furniture caused a catalogue entitled 'Absotutety
Australia's Best Value Furniture'(expressed to be valid between 3 May 2010 and
30 May 20'10) to be distributed across Austratia. This catalogue:

(a) contained a headline stating "Now you can enjoy the luxury of teather for /ess" on
pages four and five;

(b) described Pellissima as "Ihe fusion of natural leathers and hi-tech protective
coatings"; and

(c) featured goods described as being "rn Eurohide" without any further explanation
of the composition of the upholstery.

(10) Between 7 March 2010 and 10 April 2010, Fantastic Furniture caused television
advertisements to be broadcast across Australia (except the Northern Territory) which
featured the'Kendall'sofa and included the words "Discover the luxury of teaiher for
/ess" as part of the voiceover.

(11) On at least 22 June 2010, Fantastic Furniture caused to be published material on the
website www.fa ntasticfurn iture. com. a u that:

(a) contained a product description for the 'Abbey' suite that stated "rn combination
Ieathel'accompanied by a hide icon (as commonly found on leather goods) and
the words "soft leather seating"; and

(b) contained a product description for the'Nevada' sofa set that stated "in Eurohide"
accompanied by a hide icon (as commonly found on leather goods) and the
words "sfy/lsh leather comfort at a most affordabte pricel'and"durable Eurohide
Ieather upholstery".

(12) The ACCC considers that, by engaging in the conduct referred to in paragraphs (S), (9),
(10) and (11)above, Fantastic Furniture has contravened sections 52, 53(a)and/or SS
of the Act by representing that goods referred to in the catalogues, television
advertisements and on its website were either wholly or predominantly upholstered in
leather when, in fact, they were upholstered in:

(a) wholly synthetic materials;

(b) "bonded leather"; or

(c) "combinationleather".

(13) On at least 1 July 2010, Dare Gallery caused to be published material on the website
www.dareqallerv.com.au that described goods as being " bonded teathel' in
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circumstances where users navigated to this description by clicking on a hyperlink
consisting of the words "See a// Leather Sofas" or "See att Leather Sofa Suifes".

(14) The ACCC considers that, by engaging in the conduct referred to in paragraph (13)
above, Dare Gallery has contravened sections 52, 53(a) and/or 55 of tñe Act' by
representing that goods referred to on its website were either wholly or predominanfly
upholstered in leather when this was not the case.

(15) Fantastic Holdings and Fantastic Furniture admit that the conduct of Fantastic Furniture
and Dare Gallery was likely to have contravened sections 52, 53(a) and/or 55 of the
Act. Fantastic Holdings and Fantastic Furniture wish to responsibly address the
ACCC's concerns by offering this Undertaking in accordance with s 878 of the Act.

Commencement and termination of Undertaking

(16) This Undertaking comes into effect when the ACCC accepts the undertaking executed
by Fantastic Holdings and terminates three years thereafter.

Undertakings

(17) For the purposes of this Undertaking:

(a) "Fantastic Holdings Group" means Fantastic Holdings and any subsidiary of
Fantastic Holdings, including Fantastic Furniture, Dare Gallery and Le Cornu pty
LtdACN 007715282:and

(b) "leather" means the tanned hide or skin of an animal with its original fibrous
structure more or less intact.

Future Conduct

(18) Fantastic Furniture undertakes for the purposes of section 878 of the Act that it will not,
and Fantastic Holdings undertakes for the purposes of section 878 of the Act that it will
not and will procure that members of the Fantastic Holdings Group do not, in trade or
commerce:

(a) use the term "bonded leather" unless that term is accompanied by a clear and
prominent explanation of the composition of the bonded leather which makes it
clear that the primary component of that upholstery is synthetic, or a statement
that bonded leather is not a leather product.

(b) use the terms (whether as part of a trade mark, brand name, or product
description):

(i) "hide" (whether on its own or as part of a larger word);

(ii) "naturalleather";

(iii) "leather uphotstery"; or

(iv) "leather" (in the absence of descriptors such as "artificial leather",
"reconstituted leather", "leather look" or "synthetic leather" to clarify that
the product described is not leather);

to describe upholstery that is not leather.

(c) refer to any furniture product as providing:

(i) "the luxury of leather";

(ii) "leather comfort"; or
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(iii) other similar phrases referencing the characteristics of leather,

UNLESS

(iv) the product is wholly upholstered in leather;

(v) the context makes it clear that the product is not upholstered in leather; or

(vi) at least part of the product's upholstery is leather and, if any upholstery is
not leather, that fact is clearly disclosed.

(d) use the term "combination leather" in relation to a product unless:

(i) all areas that a user would touch in normal use (contact areas), including
(in the case of a lounge or sofa) the seating area and the top of the
armrests, are upholstered in leather and the nature of the other upholstery
used on the product is clearly disclosed; or

(ii) at least part of the product is upholstered in leather and the nature of the
other upholstery and where that upholstery is used on the product is
clearly disclosed.

(e) use the terms:

(i) "durable leather seating";

(ii) "soft leather seating"; or

(iii) other similar phrases,

in relation to a product unless the contact areas, including (in the case of a
lounge or sofa) the seating area and the top of the armrests, of that product are
leather and, if other parts of the upholstery of that product are not leather, that
fact is clearly disclosed.

(f) refer to 'Pellissima' as:

(i) "the fusion of natural leathers and hi{ech protective coatings"; or

(ii) "a fusion of fine natural leathers and a highly durable surface".

Corrective Notice

(19) Fantastic Furniture undertakes for the purposes of s 878 of the Act that it will, within 28
days of the commencement of this Undertaking, cause a notice in the terms and form
of Attachment A to be affixed on the front counter and/or displayed at the point of sale
at each Fantastic Furniture store for a continuous period of g0 days and in a manner
such that the notice is not obscured.

(20) Fantastic Furniture undertakes for the purposes of s 878 of the Act that it will, within 28
days of the commencement of this Undertaking, cause a notice in the terms and form
of Attachment A to be published on the internet at the home page of the website
accessible via the uniform resource locator address (uRL)
www.fantasticfurniture.com.au (Fantastic Furniture Website) for a continuous period
of 90 days and use its best endeavours to ensure that:

(a) the notice is viewable by clicking a 'click{hrough' icon located on the homepage
of the Fantastic Furniture Website;
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(b) the 'click{hrough' icon contains the words "Adveftising for "teather'' furniture likety
to mislead - Corrective Statement' prominently in red text on a black background
and the words "click here"; and

(c) the notice shall occupy the entire webpage that is accessed via the "click-
through" icon referred to above.

Compliance Program

(21) Fantastic Holdings undertakes for the purposes of s 878 of the Act that for a period of
three years it will:

(a) establish and implement an upgraded Trade Practices Compliance Program in
accordance with the requirements set out in Attachment B, being a program
designed to minimise Fantastic Holdings' risk of breaches of sections 52, 53(a),
55 and Part V Division 1A of the Act (and, from 1 January 2011, the
commensurate provisions of the Australian Consumer Law) and to ensure its
awareness of the responsibilities and obligations in relation to the requirements of
those sections within 3 months of the date of this Undertaking coming into effect;
and

(b) provide, at its own expense, a copy of any documents required by the ACCC in
accordance with Attachment B.

Acknowledgements

(22) Fantastic Holdings and Fantastic Furniture acknowledge that:

(a) the ACCC will make this Undertaking publicly available including by publishing it
on the public register of s 878 undertakings on the ACCC's website;

(b) the ACCC will, from time to time, make public reference to this Undertaking
including in news media statements and in ACCC publications; and

(c) this Undertaking in no way derogates from the rights and remedies available to
any other person arising from the alleged conduct.

Executed by

Fantastic Holdings Pty Ltd ACN 003 688 855 pursuant to s 127(1)of the Corporations Act
2001 (cth):

.Ji-:..':..-.J.
Di+eoter/Secretary

-\ Qßlrtrr [-*t 1-+1v Ç,'1--+x+-'l
Print name Print name

This 8fr day of December 2010

(.'r/cr Áo¡
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Fantastic Furniture Pty Ltd ACN 003 688 855 pursuant To s 127(1) of the Corporations Act
2001 (crh):

.. -rI f- :=.....,î.=--"'q
DireetnriSecretary 

"""""""'J"

.. d-Yr=(-.ç.ffi....
Print name

.fUt-rnt¡ -t erz¡¡¡1
Print name

This Êfl-r day of December 2010

ACCEPTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN
PURSUANT TO SECTION 878 OF THE

COMPETITION AND CONSUMER COMMISSION
TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974.

Graeme Julian Samuel
Chairman

This oJ I 'd"y orpa¿¿-\-2g1g
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Attachment A - Corrective Notice

An important message from Fantastic Furniture
Advertising for "leather" furniture likely to mislead

Following inquiries by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (AGGG),
Fantastic Furniture acknowledges that it is likely to have contravened the Trade Practices
Act 1974 (TPA) by misleading customers about the composition of the upholstery on some
products,

Between November 2009 and June 2010 Fantastic Furniture advertised furniture
upholstered in 'bonded leather', 'Eurohide' and 'Pellissima' under headlines and using
statements such as "The luxury of leather for /ess" and Wow you can enjoy the luxury of
leather for /ess". This advertising included Fantastic Furniture's Luxury of Leather for Less
and Australia's Besf Value Furniture catalogues and television advertisements for the
'Kendall'sofa range

This may have caused some consumers to believe that furniture upholstered in 'bonded
leather', 'Eurohide' and 'Pellissima' is upholstered in leather when, in fact, it is upholstered
in predominantly synthetic materials with some leather fibres.

Fantastic Furniture clarifies that:

. the Fiori ottoman and Bronx tub chair are upholstered in vinyl;

. the upholstery on the Kendall, Quattro, Cozee, Carrington, Chevron, Kew,
Nevada, Tribecca, Club, Avenue, Cinema, Jetson, Piazza, Villa and Giotto
product lines (which Fantastic Furniture promoted as being either "bonded
leather", "Pellissima" or "Eurohide") is predominantly made from polyurethane
backed with a fabric core and a layer (approximately 10%) of leather fibres; and

. the Abbey product line (which Fantastic Furniture promoted as being "in
combination leather") is upholstered in 50% corrected grain leather on contact
areas like the arms with the remaining 50% upholstered in vinyl
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Attachment B

Trade Practices Gompliance Program

Fantastic Holdings will establish a Trade Practices Compliance Program (the Gompliance
Program) that complies with each of the following requirements:

Appointments

1. Within one month of the date of this Undertaking coming into effect Fantastic Holdings will
appoint a Director or a Senior Manager with suitable qualifications or experience in
corporate compliance as Compliance Officer with responsibility for ensuring the
Compliance Program is effectively designed, implemented and maintained.

2. Within one month of the date of this Undertaking coming into effect Fantastic Holdings shall
appoint a qualified, internal or external, compliance professional with expertise in trade
practices issues (the Gompliance Advisor). Fantastic Holdings shall instruct the
Compliance Adviser to conduct a Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (the Act) risk assessment
(Risk Assessment) in accordance with paragraphs 2.1 to 2.4 below:

2.1. identify the areas where Fantastic Holdings, Fantastic Furniture, Dare Gallery and Le
Cornu (together, Fantastic Holdings Group) are at risk of breaching sections 52,
53(a),55 and Part V Division 1A of the Act (and, from 1 January 2011 the
commensurate provisions of the Australian Consumer Law);

2.2. assess the likelihood of these risks occurring and the consequences of the risks to
the business operations of Fantastic Holdings Group should they occur;

2.3. identify where there may be gaps in Fantastic Holdings Group's existing procedures
for managing these risks; and

2.4. provide recommendations for action having regard to the assessment.

Gompliance Policy

3. Fantastic Holdings will, within 14 days of the Undertaking coming into effect, issue a policy
statement to all employees of Fantastic Holdings Group confirming Fantastic Holdings'
commitment to trade practices compliance (the Compliance Policy). Fantastic Holdings
will ensure that the Compliance Policy:

3.1. is written in plain language;

3.2. contains a statement of commitment to compliance with the Trade Practices Act
1974:

3.3. contains a strategic outline of how commitment to trade practices compliance will be
realised within Fantastic Holdings Group;

3.4. contains a requirement for all staff of Fantastic Holdings Group to report any
compliance related issues and trade practices compliance concerns to the
Compliance Officer; and

3.5. contains a clear statement that Fantastic Holdings will take action internally against
any persons who are knowingly or recklessly concerned in a contravention of the
Trade Practices Acf 1974 and will not indemnify them.

Complaints Handling System

4. Fantastic Holdings will ensure that the Compliance Program includes a trade practices
complaints handling system. Fantastic Holdings shall use its best endeavours to ensure
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this system is consistent with AS/ISO 10002:2006 Customer satisfaction - Guidelines for
complaints handling in organizations, though tailored to Fantastic Holdings' circumstances.
Fantastic Holdings will ensure that Fantastic Holdings Group staff and customers are made
aware of the complaints handling system.

Reports to Board/Senior Management

5. Fantastic Holdings will ensure that the Compliance Officer reports to the Board and/or
senior management meetings at least every 6 months on the continuing effectiveness of
the Compliance Program.

Training

6. Fantastic Holdings will ensure that the Compliance Program provides for regular (at least
once a year) and practical trade practices training for all directors, officers and employees,
of Fantastic Holdings Group whose duties could result in them being concerned with
conduct that may contravene sections 52, 53(a), 55 or Part V Division 1A of the Act (and,
from 1 January 2001 the commensurate provisions of the Australian Consumer Law).
Fantastic Holdings must ensure that the training is conducted by either a suitably qualified
compliance professional or legal practitioner with expertise in trade practices law.

7. Fantastic Holdings will ensure that the Compliance Program includes a requirement that
awareness of trade practices compliance issues forms part of the induction of all new
directors, officers, employees, representatives and agents of Fantastic Holdings Group,
whose duties could result in them being concerned with conduct that may contravene
sections 52 sections 52, 53(a), 55 or Part V Division 1A of the Act (and, from 1 January
2011 the commensurate provisions of the Australian Consumer Law.

Product Safety

8. Fantastic Holdings will:

8.1. maintain up{o-date copies, at its business premises, of all prescribed consumer
product safety standards and prescribed consumer information standards that relate
to products Fantastic Holdings Group supplies;

8.2. ensure that the products supplied that are subject to a prescribed safety and/or
information standard under the Act, comply with the relevant standard; and

8.3. develop, implement and maintain recall procedures that enable products supplied by
Fantastic Holdings Group that do not comply with prescribed safety and/or
information standards under the Act to be efficiently and effectively withdrawn from
the market and returned to Fantastic Holdings Group.

Supply of Gompliance Program Documents to the ACGG

9. Fantastic Holdings shall, at its own expense, within 3 months of the date of this
Undertaking coming into effect, cause to be produced and provided to the ACCC copies of
each of the documents constituting the Compliance Program.

Review

10. Fantastic Holdings shall, at its own expense, cause annual Reviews of the Compliance
Program (the Reviews) to be carried out in accordance with each of the following
requirements:

10.1. Scope of the Reviews - the Reviews should be broad and rigorous enough to
provide Fantastic Holdings and the ACCC with a supportable verification that
Fantastic Holdings has in place a program that complies with each of the
requirements detailed at paragraphs 1 to I above and to provide the Review reports
and opinions detailed at paragraph '11 below
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10.2. lndependence of Reviewer - Fantastic Holdings shall ensure that the Reviews are
carried out by a suitably qualified, independent compliance professional with
expertise in trade practices law (the Reviewer). The Reviewer will qualify as
independent on the basis that he or she:

(a) did not design or implement the Compliance Program;

(b) is not a present or past staff member or director of Fantastic Holdings Group;

(c) has not acted and does not act for Fantastic Holdings Group in any trade
practices related matters;

(d) has not and does not act for or consult to Fantastic Holdings Group or provide
other services on trade practices related matters other than Compliance
Program reviewing; and

(e) has no significant shareholding or other interests in Fantastic Holdings Group.

10.3. Evidence - Fantastic Holdings shall use its best endeavours to ensure that the
Reviews are conducted on the basis that the Reviewer has access to all relevant
sources of information in Fantastic Holdings' possession or control, including without
limitation:

(a) enquiries of any officers, employees, representatives, agents and
stakeholders of Fantastic Holdings Group;

(b) Fantastic Holdings Group's records, including Fantastic Holdings Group's
complaints register/reports and any documents relevant to Fantastic Holdings'
training or induction program; and

(c) documents created by Fantastic Holdings Group's consultants and legal
practitioners for use in Fantastic Holdings' Compliance Program.

10.4. Fantastic Holdings shall ensure that the first Review is completed within one year
and one month of this Undertaking coming into effect and that each subsequent
Review is completed within one year thereafter.

Reporting

11. Fantastic Holdings shall use its best endeavours to ensure the Reviewer sets out the
findings of the Review in two separate reports as set out below:

Company Compliance Program Review Reporl (to be provided to Fantastic Holdings)

11.1. Fantastic Holdings' Company Compliance Program Review Report will provide
particular and specific information regarding the performance of the Trade Practices
Compliance Program to the corporation including:

(a) if, and to what extent, the Compliance Program of Fantastic Holdings includes
all the elements detailed in paragraphs 1 to 8 above;

(b) if, and to what extent, the Trade Practices Compliance Program adequately
covers the parties and areas identified in the initial Risk Assessment;

if, and to what extent, the trade practices training is effective;

if, and to what extent, Fantastic Holdings' complaints handling system is
effective; and

(c)

(d)
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(e) recommendations for rectifying deficiencies in 11.1(a) to 11.1(d) above that
the Reviewer thinks are reasonable necessary to ensure that Fantastic
Holdings maintains and continues to implement the Compliance Program in
accordance with the requirements of the Undertaking.

Commission Compliance Program Review Report (to be provided to the ACCC)

11.2. Ihe Commission Compliance Program Review Report will provide particular and
specific information regarding the scope of the Review and the effectiveness of the
Trade Practices Compliance Program including:

(a) details of the evidence gathered and examined during the Review;

(b) the name and relevant experience of the person appointed as the company
Compliance Officer;

(c) the Reviewer's opinion on whether Fantastic Holdings has in place a Trade
Practices Compliance Program that complies with the requirements detailed in
paragraphsltoSabove;

(d) actions recommended by the Reviewer to ensure the continuing effectiveness
of Fantastic Holdings' Compliance Program;

(e) confirmation that any actual and potential inadequacies in Fantastic Holdings'
Compliance Program have been brought to the attention of the Compliance
Officer and senior management;

(f) confirmation that the Reviewer has revisited any actual and potential
inadequacies in Fantastic Holdings' Compliance Program identified in any
previous Company Compliance Program Review Report, and assessed how
they have been addressed by Fantastic Holdings;

(S) any reservations that the Reviewer might have about the reliability and
completeness of the information to which the Reviewer had access in the
conduct and reporting of the Review; and

(h) any comments or qualifications concerning the Review process that the
Reviewer, in his or her professional opinion, considers necessary.

1 1.3. Fantastic Holdings will ensure that the Review Reports are completed and provided
to Fantastic Holdings within two months of each Review.

11.4. Fantastic Holdings will retain the Company Compliance Program Review Report and
cause the Commission Compliance Program Review Report to be provided to the
ACCC within 14 days of its receipt from the Reviewer.

Recommendations

12. Fantastic Holdings shall implement promptly and with due diligence any recommendations
made by the Reviewer that are reasonably necessary to ensure that Fantastic Holdings
maintains and continues to implement the Compliance Program in accordance with the
requirements of this Undertaking.

13. lf requested by the ACCC, Fantastic Holdings shall, at its own expense, provide copies of
documents and information recording the Compliance Program and systems or processes
implemented as part of the Compliance Program.

14. The ACCC may make any recommendation to Fantastic Holdings that it considers
reasonably necessary to ensure that Fantastic Holdings maintains and continues to
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implement the Compliance Program in accordance with the requirements of this
Undertaking. lf the ACCC is not satisfied that Fantastic Holdings has adequately
addressed any such recommendation Fantastic Holdings acknowledges that, without
limitation to any other rights the ACCC may have, the ACCC may provide a copy of its
concerns and recommendations to the Reviewer and ask that the Reviewer consider these
in its next Review.

15. ln the event the ACCC has sufficient reason to suspect that the Compliance Program is not
being implemented effectively, Fantastic Holdings shall, at its own expense and if
requested by the ACCC, cause an interim or additional Review to be conducted and cause
the resulting Commission Compliance Program Review Report to be provided to the
ACCC.
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